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Abstract In Europe, strength classes for structural

timber and glulam lamellae are defined by minimum

requirements of characteristic values of the grade

determining properties (GDPs). To fulfill these min-

imum requirements of characteristic values in the

daily production at sawmills, indicating properties

(IPs) to GDPs are calculated for each board and based

on predetermined limits of the IPs (settings) boards are

assigned to the graded class, or rejected. The aims of

this paper is to address and discuss two different

grading procedures/models that can be applied when

settings for IPs that reflects a local board property are

derived and to show how the yield in different

T-classes depend on the model applied. It is not

always that a board’s weakest cross-section is evalu-

ated in a destructive test. An IP representing a local

board property can therefore be determined either as

the lowest property of the tested part of the board or as

the lowest property along the whole board when

applied to derive settings. Results presented in this

paper show that too low settings and too large yields

are obtained when the latter IP is employed. Similarly,

IPs reflecting a global board property, like axial

dynamic MOE, also give too low settings and too high

yield in strength classes. This paper is the second and

closing part of a series of two paper on prediction of

GDPs and procedures for grading sawn timber into

T-classes.

Keywords Grading of timber � Laser scanning �
Fibre direction � Dynamic modulus of elasticity �
Norway spruce

List of symbols

Ea,90,nom Lowest local axial modulus of

elasticity (MOE) of the destructivly

tested part of the board, calculated on

the basis of observed fibre directions

Ea,90,nom,test Lowest local axial MOE of the

destructivly tested part of the board,

calculated on the basis of observed

fibre directions, i.e.

Ea,90,nom,test = Ea,90,nom

Ea,90,nom,whole Lowest local axial MOE of the whole

board, calculated on the basis of

observed fiber directions

Eb,90,nom Lowest local bending MOE of the

destructivly tested part of the board,

calculated on the basis of observed

fibre directions
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Eb,90,nom,test Lowest local bending MOE of the

destructivly tested part of the board,

calculated on the basis of observed

fibre directions, i.e.

Eb,90,nom,test = Eb,90,nom

Eb,90,nom,whole Lowest local bending MOE of the

whole board, calculated on the basis

of observed fibre directions

Edyn,12% Axial dynamic MOE at a moisture

content of 12%

Et,0,12% Grade determining tensile MOE

parallel to grain

Et,0,12%,test Grade determining tensile MOE

parallel to grain i.e.

Et,0,12%,test = Et,0,12%

Et,0,12%,whole Tensile MOE parallel to grain of the

weakest cross-section of the whole

board

Et,0,mean Mean characteristic MOE parallel to

grain

ft,0,h Grade determining tensile strenght

parallel to grain

ft,0,h,test Grade determining tensile strenght

parallel to grain, i.e. ft,0,h,test = ft,0,h
ft,0,h,whole Tensile strenght of the weakest

cross-section of the whole board

ft,0,k 5-percentile characteristic tensile

strength parallel to grain

IPE,a Indicating property (IP) for

prediction of the grade determining

properties (GDPs), derived by means

of multiple linear regression using

Ea,90,nom,test and Edyn,12% as predictor

variables and the investigated GDP

as dependent variable

IPE,b IP for prediction of the GDPs,

derived by means of multiple linear

regression using Eb,90,nom,test and

Edyn,12% as predictor variables and

the investigated GDP as dependent

variable

IPE,b,f,1(u,v) IP for prediction of strength, derived

by means multiple linear regression

using Eb,90,nom,test and Edyn,12% as

predictor variables and ft,0,h,test as

dependent variable

IPE,b,f,2(u,v) IP for prediction strength, derived by

means multiple linear regression

using Eb,90,nom,whole and Edyn,12% as

predictor variables and ft,0,h,test as

dependent variable

q12% Grade determining density

qk 5-percentile characteristic density

qs,12% Board density at a moisture content

of 12%

r2 Coefficient of determination

1 Introduction

This paper is the second and closing part of a series of

two papers on prediction of grade determining prop-

erties (GDPs) and procedures for grading sawn timber

into T-classes for use as glulam lamellae.

1.1 Background

Strength classes for structural timber and glulam

lamellae are defined by requirements of the GDPs.

Structural timber is graded to C-classes (softwood)

and D-classes (hardwood). The boards assigned to

such classes must have a 5-percentile characteristic

bending strength (fm,k), a 5-percentile characteristic

density (qk) and a mean characteristic modulus of

elasticity (MOE) parallel to grain (Em,0,mean) that

exceed the minimum requirements of the graded class.

Similarly glulam lamellae, which are graded to

T-classes, must have a 5-percentile characteristic

tensile strength parallel to grain (ft,0,k), a 5-percentile

characteristic density and a mean characteristic MOE

parallel to grain (Et,0,mean) that exceed the minimum

requirements of the graded T-class.

The minimum requirements of 5-percentile char-

acteristic strength and 5-percentile characteristic den-

sity of each class are given in EN 338 [1]. To fulfil

these requirements for a certain class, at least 95% of

the assigned boards must have higher strength and

higher density, respectively than the corresponding

characteristic values of that class. For each class, EN

338 [1] also includes a requirement of mean charac-

teristic MOE parallel to grain, i.e. for Em,0,mean or

Et,0,mean. The minimum requirement of Em,0,mean or

Et,0,mean of a certain class is, however, determined, in
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accordance with EN 384 [2], as the requirement given

in EN 338 [1] multiplied by a factor of 0.95.

Development and evaluation of a method for

machine strength grading consist of two parts. The

first part concern definitions and calculations of

indicating properties (IPs) and determination of GDPs

for a sample of boards and evaluation of the statistical

relationship between them. The second part consists of

determining thresholds for the IPs, or settings as it is

referred to in the standards, such that all the minimum

requirements of characteristic values of a graded class

are fulfilled, if boards with IPs that exceed the

determined settings are assigned to the class. In

Prediction of tensile strength of sawn timber: Defini-

tions and performance of indicating properties based

on surface laser scanning and dynamic excitation [3]

the GDPs for T-classes, i.e. tensile strength (ft,0,h),

density (q12%) and tensile MOE (Et,0,12%), and several

IPs were defined. Coefficients of determination and

standard errors of estimate (SEEs) between GDPs and

suggested IPs were calculated and presented. This was

done using a sample of Norway spruce boards from

Finland, Norway and Sweden, in total 967 pieces, of

different dimension. Settings for IPs corresponding to

T-classes were not derived in that paper and potential

yield in different T-classes and combinations of

T-classes was not presented, but it was mentioned

therein that the process of calculating settings and

yield is a delicate matter that needs to be described and

discussed in detail.

As regards suggested IPs, [3] includes a detailed

description of the non-destructive measurements car-

ried out in this investigation. The machine measure-

ments consisted of surface laser scanning, X-ray

scanning and dynamic excitation for determination

of boards’ in-plane fibre directions at longitudinal

surfaces and dimensions, local densities and first axial

resonance frequency, respectively. On the basis of

these measurement results, the following IPs were

defined: board density (qs,12%), dynamic MOE

(Edyn,12%), local axial MOE (Ea,90,nom), local bending

MOE (Eb,90,nom), IPE,a and IPE,b. The latter two were

determined by combining Edyn,12% with Ea,90,nom

(IPE,a) or Eb,90,nom (IPE,b) by means of multiple linear

regression.

Bending strength and tensile strength, the former a

GDP for C- and D-classes and the latter, as mentioned

previously, a GDP for T-classes, are the GDPs most

difficult to predict [4], and are as shown in [5, 6]

decisive for the yield of strength classes. For the

sample used in this investigation, the best predictions

of ft,0,h were achieved using IPE,b for which coeffi-

cients of determination of 0.65 and 0.66 (linear

regression) were reached using data from measure-

ments obtained before and after planing of boards,

respectively [3]. For prediction of Et,0,12%, application

of the three IPs Edyn,12%, IPE,a and IPE,b resulted in

similar coefficients of determination, just above 0.8

both before and after planing. The best predictor of

q12% was qs,12% for which coefficients of determina-

tion of 0.90 (before planing) and 0.92 (after planing)

were achieved. Note that destructive tests carried out

to determine GDPs were made after planing.

Regarding the European standard EN 14081-2 [7]

(and EN 14081-2 [8] which was recently published) in

which the procedures for calculation of settings and

yield in C-/D- and T-classes are regulated, it should be

noted that there is no distinction between IPs that

reflect a local property along a board, such as Ea,90,nom

and Eb,90,nom, and IPs that reflect a global property of a

board, such as qs,12% and Edyn,12%. There is, however,

a fundamental difference between local- and global

properties, which is due to the fact that it is not always

the very weakest cross-section of a board that is

evaluated in a destructive test. Sometimes the antic-

ipated weakest cross-section is too close to one of the

board’s ends and can therefore not be tested (in such

cases it is permitted in accordance with EN 384 [2] to

test a board’s second anticipated weakest cross-

section), and sometimes the actually weakest cross-

section is not the one that was anticipated. The value of

an IP that is based on a local property will differ if it is

defined as the lowest local property along the entire

length of the board or as the lowest local property

along the part of the board actually tested, i.e. the part

of the board over which strength is evaluated. No

similar distinction is possible for an IP that simply

represents a global property of the entire board. Thus it

should be discussed in detail, when settings and yield

are calculated, how to define and employ IPs that are

based on local properties along boards, and to what

extent the results obtained are comparable to those

obtained using IPs based on global board properties.

This issue has already been recognized in [9] and [10]

which has shown that that machine strength grading of

structural timber based on IPs that simply represents a

global property, like dynamic MOE or board density,

give too high yield in strength classes. Their findings
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and suggestions on how to compensate for this effect

are discussed and compared with the findings of the

present investigation in Sect. 4.

1.2 Purpose and aims

The results presented in this series of two papers are

based on a full-scale investigation aiming at deriving

IPs and determining settings and yield for T-classes

using a grading method similar to the one presented in

[11]. The aims of the first paper [3] (Part 1) were to

evaluate the statistical relationship between suggested

IPs and GDPs for a sample including a total number of

967 boards and to evaluate if it was possible to utilise

in-plane fibre directions obtained when laser scanning

sawn rather than planed board surfaces for accurate

grading. The aims of the current paper are to

• present two different, applicable procedures for

determination of settings for grading methods

based on IPs reflecting local board properties,

• determine settings for T-classes using IPE,b for

strength, Edyn,12% for MOE and qs,12% for density

and show how the yield in different strength classes

depend on the procedure used for determination of

settings and

• discuss implications of the results presented on

machine strength grading standards.

Settings, and thus the yields presented in this paper,

are determined using the standard EN 14081-2 [7]. A

new version of this standard (EN 14081-2 [8]) is

available. Although there are changes in this new

standard regarding sample sizes etc., the two different

procedures for calculation of settings and yield

described in this paper can still be applied.

2 Calculation of settings and yield

When deriving settings for a strength class, a sample

including more than 900 boards must be used (EN

14081-2 [7]). This sample shall be divided into at least

four sub-samples and the minimum number of boards

in each sub-sample shall be 100. The timber used in

this investigation were divided into five sub-samples:

Finland, Norway, south Sweden, mid Sweden and

north Sweden. A thorough description of sampling

procedure, origin of boards, board dimensions,

number of boards in each sub-sample and number of

boards of each dimension is given in [3].

In addition to what is mentioned in Sect. 1.1

regarding minimum requirements of 5-percentile

characteristic strength, 5-percentile characteristic den-

sity and mean characteristic MOE, some additional

requirements must be fulfilled when determining

settings of IPs for a strength class or for a grading

combination of several strength classes. These can be

summarised as follows:

• At least 0.5% of the sample and not less than five

pieces must be rejected.

• At least 20 pieces must be assigned to each strength

class being graded.

• The minimum requirements of 5-percentile char-

acteristic strength, 5-percentile characteristic den-

sity and mean characteristic MOE shall be fulfilled

when one subsample at a time is excluded.

• Cost matrices shall be established and considered.

• A certain country check shall be performed for

each country included in the sample.

• A repeatability test shall be performed of the

applied IPs using at least 100 boards.

For a more detailed description of these additional

requirements, see e.g. [5] and [12].

2.1 Definitions and discussion of grade

determining properties

In [3] a comprehensive description of how the three

GDPs for T-classes, i.e. ft,0,h, Et,0,12% and q12%, are
determined according to standards EN 384: [2] and EN

408 [13]. Note in particular that a board’s tensile

strength shall be determined by destructively testing a

minimum length of 9 h (h is the larger cross section

dimension of the board) whereas the tensileMOE shall

be measured over a length of 5 h, and that these two

test lengths shall include the anticipated weakest

cross-section. However, if this cross-section is too

close to one of the ends, it is permitted according to EN

384 [2] to test a board’s second anticipated weakest

cross-section. As regards the grade determining den-

sity, this shall be determined using a small sample free

of knots and resin pockets cut near the fracture zone.

If the weakest cross-section of a board is not

actually positioned within the tested length (C 9 h),

when determining the board tensile strength, the

determined corrected tensile strength, represented by
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ft,0,h, is higher than what it would have been if the

weakest cross-section had been included in the tested

length. Correspondingly, a too high tensile MOE,

represented by Et,0,12%, is most likely obtained if the

weakest cross-section is not included in the tested

length.

In Table 1, new notations of corrected tensile

strength and of corrected tensile MOE are now

introduced. The notations ft,0,h,test and Et,0,12%,test, are

used for the GDPs that are determined in accordance

with EN 384 [2] and EN 408 [13] i.e. the grade

determining tensile strength and grade determining

tensile MOE that up until now have been denoted ft,0,h
and Et,0,12%, respectively. The notation ‘test’ added in

the indexing is used to highlight that these properties

are valid for tested parts of boards. However, as

mentioned in the previous paragraph, if the weakest

cross-section of a board is not tested, the actual tensile

strength and tensile MOE of the board are lower than

the values achieved from the test. Therefore the

notations ft,0,h,whole and Et,0,12%,whole are introduced to

denote the corrected tensile strength and corrected

tensile MOE of the very weakest section of the whole

board. For any given board, ft,0,h,whole B ft,0,h,test and

Et,0,12%,whole B Et,0,12%,test, equality apply only if the

weakest cross-section is anticipated correctly and

included in tested length. To be very clear, it should

particularly be noted that for any given board the only

way to know, with certainty, that the actually weakest

cross-section is tested, would be to test the entire board

in the tensile test. However, of practical reasons

(considerable parts of the boards are within the grips)

the entire board cannot be tested. Thus, ft,0,h,whole and

Et,0,12%,whole cannot be determined in practice since

this, by definition, would require knowledge that is not

available. Still, ft,0,h,whole and Et,0,12%,whole are neces-

sary concepts for the following evaluation.

As regards q12%, this density is determined using a

small specimen of clear wood cut near the fracture

zone (EN 408 [13]). Even though another specimen

would be used for determination of clear wood density

when testing another cross-section, there is no reason

to assume that this would change the determined

density in a significant way. Hence, no new notations

of q12% are introduced.

2.2 Definitions and discussion of indicating

properties

As mentioned in Sect. 1.1, there is a fundamental

difference between IPs that are based solely on global

board properties like mass, resonance frequency and

board dimensions, see [3], Eqs. 15–16, and IPs that are

based on local board properties like calculated local

axial or bending MOE, see [3], Eqs. 13–14. The

difference is that IPs based on local board properties

may be defined to represent either the whole board or

only a selected part of it, as for example the part of the

board that is place between the grips in a destructive

tensile test. This is important since IPs are used to

predict tensile strength which can be defined either as

ft,0,h,whole or as ft,0,h,test, as explained in Sect. 2.1. Thus,

definitions of IPs need to be further developed, before

procedures for grading of boards into strength classes

are presented and evaluated.

Figures 1a–b illustrate two alternative ways to

define an IP for prediction of GDPs on the basis of

bendingMOE-profiles. Note that both figures show the

same profile. If only the part of the board destructively

tested is considered, the IP is defined as the lowest

local bending MOE along this part of the board, see

Fig. 1a. This is how Eb,90,nom was determined in [3]. In

this paper ‘test’ is added to the indexing to highlight

that this IP represents the lowest local bending MOE

of the destructivly tested part of the board, i.e.

Table 1 Definitions of applied grade determining properties

GDP Tested part of boarda Whole boardb

Grade determining tensile strength ft,0,h,test (= ft,0,h in Part 1) ft,0,h,whole

Grade determining tensile MOE Et,0,12%,test (= Et,0,12% in Part 1) Et,0,12%,whole

Grade determining density q12%
aThese are the GDPs actually determined on the basis of destructive tests
bThese are the GDPs aimed for but not always determined in practice
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Eb,90,nom,test = Eb,90,nom ([3], Eq. 14). However, an IP

can also be defined by considering the whole board’s

MOE-profile, i.e. as the lowest local bending MOE of

the entire board, see Fig. 1b. The lowest value along

the whole board’s bending MOE-profile is herein

denoted Eb,90,nom,whole. For the particular board repre-

sented in Fig. 1, Eb,90,nom,whole\Eb,90,nom,test since

the board’s weakest cross-section, as anticipated on

the basis of the calculated bending MOE-profile, was

not positioned within the destructively tested length.

Corresponding definitions as those introduced in this

paragraph can also be made for other IPs based on

local board properties. For example, an IP determined

on the basis of local axial MOE can, with obvious

notations, be defined either as Ea,90,nom,test (= Ea,90,nom,

[3], Eq. 13) or as Ea,90,nom,whole.

The now available set of IPs are summarised in

Table 2, only including IPs representing a single

predictor variable, i.e. IPs evaluated using single

regression. The column in Table 2 with heading

Tested part of board includes IPs that are determined

by the lowest value/property of the part of the board

destructively tested, i.e. Ea,90,nom,test and Eb,90,nom,test.

The column with heading Whole board includes IPs

that are determined as the lowest local property of the

entire board, i.e. Ea,90,nom,whole and Eb,90,nom,whole, and

IPs that represents global board properties, like

Edyn,12% and qs,12%. Thus, all IPs in this column

represent, in some sense, the whole board.

As regards the IPs defined in [3] on the basis of

multiple linear regression, i.e. IPE,a and IPE,b, see

Eqs. 17–18 in [3], these were derived by combining

Edyn,12% with Ea,90,nom,test and Eb,90,nom,test, respec-

tively. For prediction of tensile strength, IPE,b,f,1-
= IPE,b was defined by the function

IPE;b;f;1ðu; vÞ ¼ k3;f;1 þ k4;f;1 � uþ k5;f;1 � v ð1Þ

where k3,f,1, k4,f,1 and k5,f,1 are the constants obtained

for the plane best fitted to the scatter between the

predictor variables u = Eb,90,nom,test and v = Edyn,12%,

and the dependent variable ft,0,h,test by the least square

method. The indexing ‘f’ of IPE,b,f,1 is added to clarify

that ft,0,h,test is used to define the function of Eq. 1 (note

that the notations of constants in Eq. 1 above is

consistent with the corresponding notation in Eq. 18 in

[3]) and the indexing ‘1’ of IPE,b,f,1 is added to

Be
nd

in
g 

M
O

E 
[M

P
a]

Be
nd

in
g 

M
O

E 
[M

P
a]

Position along board [m]

Position along board [m]

Tested part of board

Whole board length

Eb,90,nom,test

Eb,90,nom,whole

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 IP definitions based on local fibre orientation:

a Eb,90,nom,test defined as the lowest value of the bending

MOE-profile along the destructively tested part of the board, this

part represented by a solid black line. b Eb,90,nom,whole deter-

mined as the lowest value of the whole board’s bending MOE-

profile
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distinguish the IP and the constants of Eq. 1 from

another set of IP and constants introduced in Eq. 2,

below. Now, ft,0,h,test for a board can be predicted by

inserting values of Eb,90,nom,test and Edyn,12% as vari-

ables u and v, respectively, in Eq. 1. Note that Eq. 1

can also be used for prediction of ft,0,h,whole of the

board by inserting Eb,90,nom,whole and Edyn,12% as

variables u and v, respectively.

Multiple linear regression can also, as an alterna-

tive, be performed using Eb,90,nom,whole in combination

with Edyn,12% to obtain the constants of the regression

model. The function for this IP then reads

IPE;b;f;2ðu; vÞ ¼ k3;f;2 þ k4;f;2 � uþ k5;f;2 � v ð2Þ

where k3,f,2, k4,f,2 and k5,f,2 are the constants that define

the planes best fitted to the scatter between the

predictor variables Eb,90,nom,whole and Edyn,12%, and

the dependent variable ft,0,h,test by the least square

method. Consequently, by inserting board values of

Eb,90,nom,whole and Edyn,12% as u and v, respectivly, in

Eq. 2 means that IPE,b,f,2 gives a prediction of ft,0,h,test
of the board. Note, however, that application of Eq. 2,

in contrast to application of Eq. 1, does not enable

prediction of ft,0,h,whole. IPs, predictor variables and

predictions of tensile strength, corresponding to

Eqs. 1–2, are summarised in Table 3.

2.3 Models applied for calculation of settings

and yield

The procedure for determination of settings and yield

for strength classes consists firstly of deriving settings

in accordance with EN 14081-2 [7] and, secondly, by

applying these settings to grade each board and

calculate the corresponding yield. Using the defini-

tions given in Sects. 2.1–2.2, two different proce-

dures/models for determination of settings and yield

for IPs based on a local board property are now

introduced. Below these are referred to asModel 1 and

Model 2. Included in these models are only a selection

of the IPs defined above and in [3], namely the IPs

given in Table 3, and Edyn,12% and qs,12%.

2.3.1 Strength

Boards assigned to a certain T-class must, as explained

above, have a ft,0,k exceeding the minimum require-

ment of characteristic strength given in EN 338 [1].

This means that at least 95% of the assigned boards

must have higher tensile strength than the character-

istic tensile strength of the graded class.

InModel 1, settings for strength are determined for

IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%), such that ft,0,k,

Table 2 IP definitions based on single predictor variables, representing tested part of board and whole board, respectively

Type of IP Tested part of board Whole board

Board density qs,12%
a

Dynamic axial MOE Edyn,12%
a

IPs based on local fibre orientation Ea,90,nom,test (= Ea,90,nom in Part 1) Ea,90,nom,whole
b

Eb,90,nom,test (= Eb,90,nom in Part 1) Eb,90,nom,whole
b

aIP representing a global board property
bIP representing a lowest value/lowest property along the entire board

Table 3 IP definitions based on two predictor variables, representing tested part of a board and the whole board, respectively

IP Function Prediction of ft,0,h,test Prediction of ft,0,h,whole

IPs based on two predictor variables IPE,b,f,1(u,v)
a u = Eb,90,nom,test

v = Edyn,12%

u = Eb,90,nom,whole

v = Edyn,12%

IPE,b,f,2(u,v)
b u = Eb,90,nom,whole

v = Edyn,12%

–

aConstants of the function of Eq. 1, i.e. k3,f,1, k4,f,1 and k5,f,1, are determined with u = Eb,90,nom,test

bConstants of the function of Eq. 2, i.e. k3,f,2, k4,f,2 and k5,f,2, are determined with u = Eb,90,nom,whole
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calculated by means of ft,0,h,test, of assigned boards

exceeds the minimum requirement of 5-percentile

characteristic strength and all additional requirements

given in EN 14081-2 [7] (see Sect. 2) are fulfilled. The

actual grading is then performed such that the entire

length of the boards are graded, i.e. the grading is

carried out by predicting ft,0,h,whole using IPE,b,f,1(-

Eb,90,nom,whole,Edyn,12%). If a board’s IPE,b,f,1(-

Eb,90,nom,whole,Edyn,12%) then exceeds the setting for

the IP of the graded class, and if the board’s IPs

applied for density and MOE, respectively, also

exceed their corresponding settings, the board is

assigned to the graded class.

InModel 2, settings for strength are determined for

IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,Edyn,12%), such that ft,0,k, calcu-

lated by means of ft,0,h,test, of assigned boards exceeds

the minimum requirement of 5-percentile characteris-

tic strength and all additional requirements given in

EN 14081-2 [7] are fulfilled. The grading with respect

to strength is then carried out using the same IPs, i.e.

by predicting ft,0,h,test by IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,

Edyn,12%). Note that this model/procedure corresponds

to the procedure employed when grading boards on the

basis of an IP that simply represents a global board

property, like Edyn,12%.

2.3.2 Density

To fulfil the density requirement of a T-class, at least

95% of the assigned board must have a higher density

than the 5-percentile characteristic density of the

graded class. In bothModel 1 andModel 2, settings for

density are determined for the IP qs,12% such the

minimum requirement of 5-percentile characteristic

density and all additional requirements given in EN

14081-2 [7] of assigned board are fulfilled. The actual

grading of boards is then done using the same IP.

2.3.3 MOE

To fulfil the requirement of MOE of a T-class, the

mean characteristic MOE, i.e. Et,0,mean of assigned

boards, must be higher than the requirement of mean

characteristic MOE given in EN 338 [1] of the graded

class divided by 0.95. In both Model 1 and Model 2,

settings for MOE are determined for the IP Edyn,12%

such that the requirement of mean characteristic MOE

and all additional requirements given in EN 14081-2

[7] of assigned board are fulfilled. Grading of boards is

then done using the same IP.

Table 4 gives a compilation of the IPs used in

Model 1 and Model 2.

2.3.4 Procedure to meet requirements of all GDPs

The procedure of fulfilling the minimum requirements

of 5-percentile characteristic strength, 5-percentile

characteristic density and mean characteristic MOE of

the sample of boards used to determine settings is an

iterative process; first, all the boards in the investi-

gated total sample are ranked for one of the GPDs and

the boards that do not fulfil the requirement of that

property are excluded; second, using only the boards

fulfilling the requirements of the previously investi-

gated GPD, the ranking and exclusion procedure is

repeated for the next GPD; third, the procedure is

repeated for the last GPD. Settings for IPs can, thus,

differ slightly dependent on the order applied. In this

study the following order was used: (1) strength, (2)

density and (3) MOE.

3 Results and analysis

As explained in [3], the non-destructive measurements

(except dynamic excitation) necessary for calculating

IPs, were carried out both before and after planing the

boards. Results of the two grading procedures pre-

sented herein (Model 1 and Model 2) and the IPs

involved regarding strength are thus evaluated both for

boards with sawn and planed surfaces.

3.1 Selection of critical sections and tested parts

of boards

The visual inspection carried out to identify each

board’s weakest testable cross-section was performed

manually by a trained operator at an accredited testing

institute (making an overall assessment of size and

location of knots, etcetera) and resulted in that a

certain part of each board was placed between the

grips in the testing machine. The tested length between

the grips (sum of all boards) was 30.2% of the total

length of all 967 boards. If the operator’s assessment

of each board’s position of weakest testable cross-

section had agreed perfectly with the position of the

weakest testable cross-section as indicated by the
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lowest calculated bending MOE, 50.9% (profiles valid

for un-planed boards) and 53.3% (profiles valid for

planed boards) of thus indicated cross-sections would

have been placed between the grips. However, when

boards were positioned as decided by the operator, the

weakest testable cross-section as indicated by the

calculated bending MOE-profiles were placed

between the grips in only 31.1% (profiles valid for

un-planed boards) and 32.4% (profiles valid for planed

boards) of the cases. Note that the expected, corre-

sponding percentage, if boards were randomly placed

into the testing machine would be 30.2%. This

indicates a very weak relationship between what

cross-sections/positions that were decided by the

operator to be tested and the weakest cross-sec-

tions/positions as indicated by the calculated bending

MOE-profiles.

3.2 Accuracy of prediction of tensile strength

The scatter between IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%),

calculated on the basis of non-destructive measure-

ment results obtained after planing, and ft,0,h,test is

exhibited in Fig. 2a. The corresponding scatter for the

indicating property IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%) is

shown in Fig. 2b. The mathematical expressions of

IPE,b,f,1 and IPE,b,f,2 are shown on the x-axes in

respective figure. Plotted in each figure is also

respective scatter’s coefficient of determination (r2),

SEE, calculated on the basis of linear regression, and

regression line.

In Fig. 2a, b it is shown that the IP used for

derivation of settings in Model 1, i.e. IPE,b,f,1(-

Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%), results in a higher r2 and a

lower SEE to ft,0,h,test than what IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,

Edyn,12%), which is used in Model 2, does (cf. 0.66 vs

0.61, and 6.79 MPa vs 7.33 MPa, respectivetly). This

is not very surprising since the varible Eb,90,nom,test,

which was applied in the evaluation of IPE,b,f,1(-

Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%), represents the weakest cross-

section of the destructivly tested part of the board,

whereas Eb,90,nom,whole, which was applied in the

evaluation of IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%), repre-

sents the weakest cross-section of the entire board. A

corresponding observation was made in [6].

A compilation of coefficients of determination and

SEEs for scatters between IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test,

Edyn,12%) and f0,h,test, and between IPE,b,f,2(-

Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%) and f0,h,test, both before and

after planing, is given in Table 5. Included in this

table is also the coefficients of determination and SEEs

obtained with non-linear regression using a second

order polynomial. The differences in r2 and SEE,

respectively, using non-linear rather than linear

regression, is larger for IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%)

than what it is for IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,Edyn,12%). For

IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%), an r2 as high as 0.70

was obtained for ft,0,h,test.

3.3 Yield in T-classes

Calculated yield for Model 1 and Model 2, respec-

tively, is given in Table 6 (single grades) and Table 7

(grading combinations). For comparison, Table 6 also

includes the yield obtained when the settings deter-

mined using Model 1 were applied to grade only the

part of the boards destructively tested. The latter is

referred to as Model 1—grading of test length.

Moreover, Tables 6 and 7 include calculated yields

for a grading method applying Edyn,12% as IP to both

tensile strength and MOE, and qs,12% as IP to density.

This method, herein referred to as Dynamic MOE

Table 4 IPs and GPDs

used in Model 1 and Model

2 for determination of

settings and grading of

boards

aGDPs used for calculation

of ft,0,k, qk and Et,0,mean

when deriving settings

Settings calculations Grading

IPs GDPsa IPs

Model 1

Strength IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%) ft,0,h,test IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%)

Density qs,12% q12% qs,12%
Stiffness Edyn,12% Et,0,12%,test Edyn,12%

Model 2

Strength IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%) ft,0,h,test IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole, Edyn,12%)

Density qs,12% q12% qs,12%
Stiffness Edyn,12% Et,0,12%,test Edyn,12%
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grading, is employed in several grading machines on

the market. Included in Tables 6 and 7 are also the

percentage of boards in the Optimum grade, i.e. the

highest grade a board can be assigned to such that the

minimum requirements of 5-percentile characteristic

strength, 5-percentile characteristic density and mean

characteristic MOE are met. The yields presented in

Tables 6 and 7, and the settings used for the presented

grades and grading combinations, were calculated

using all 967 boards. Calculations were performed

such that the largest possible yield was obtained for the

highest grade class, i.e. no optimisation was performed

to minimise the number of rejects. As regards settings

of strength classes, for T12–T22 the yield of Model 1

and Model 2 was determined using settings of grade

determining tensile strength alone i.e. for these classes

no settings had to be set for grade determining density

and grade determining tensile MOE since the require-

ments on these were already fulfilled. Furthermore, for

class T26 the yield was determined by settings on both

grade determining tensile strength and grade deter-

mining density, and for class T30 the yield was

determined by settings on all three GDPs.

Compared to the grading method Dynamic MOE

grading, both Model 1 and Model 2 resulted in larger

yields for higher grades, see Table 6 and 7. The

grading method Dynamic MOE grading could not be

applied to determine settings for the class T30 since

the number of assigned pieces to this grade were too

few, see Sect. 2.

For single grades T22 and higher (Table 6), and for

all highest grade in double grades (Table 7), higher

yield was achieved usingModel 2 than usingModel 1.

In fact, for the single grades T22 and T26, and using

IPs calculated by means of measurement results

obtained when the boards had a sawn surface finish,

Model 2 resulted in yields that were roughly 7–8

percentage higher, after fulfilling the requirement of

country check, than what the yields achieved using

Model 1 were, see Table 6. Using IPs calculated by

Fig. 2 a Scatter between IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test, Edyn,12%) and ft,0,h,test after planing, and b scatter between IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,

Edyn,12%) and ft,0,h,test after planing

Table 5 Coefficients of determination and SEEs for ft,0,h,test

IPE,b,f,1(Eb,90,nom,test,Edyn,12%) IPE,b,f,2(Eb,90,nom,whole,Edyn,12%)

Linear Non-lineara Linear Non-lineara

r2 SEE (MPa) r2 SEE (MPa) r2 SEE (MPa) r2 SEE (MPa)

Sawn 0.65 6.93 0.68 6.64 0.60 7.38 0.61 7.26

Planed 0.66 6.79 0.70 6.42 0.61 7.33 0.62 7.17

aSecond order polynomials were used for the non-linear regressions
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means of measurement results obtained after planing,

Model 2 resulted in yields in grades T22 and T26 that

were approximately 5–6 percentage higher compared

to the yields achieved using Model 1. Remember that

the IP applied in Model 1 for prediction of ft,0,h,test
resulted in higher r2 and lower standard SEE than what

the IP applied for ft,0,h,test in Model 2 did. Even so,

Model 2 gives higher yields than what Model 1 does.

This is further discussed in Sect. 4.

As regards the grading combinations presented in

Table 7, it is notable that the combination T22/T15,

which is commonly used in Sweden, results in

Table 6 Calculated yield for single grades

Grade Model 1 (%) Model 1—grading

of test length (%)

Model 2 (%) Dynamic MOE

grading (%)

Optimum

grade (%)

Sawn

T12 99.1 99.5 99.5 99.5 100.0

T15 95.6FIN (96.2) 96.1FIN (97.5) 95.8FIN?NOR (97.7) 94.5FIN (97.8) 98.2

T18 72.3 80.0 78.3 71.6 90.4

T22 51.8 61.8FIN (63.0) 59.6FIN (60.6) 40.8FIN (41.7) 79.7

T26 26.3 37.6 33.2 19.2 59.9

T30 14.1 22.0 14.9 – 31.7

Planed

T12 99.2 99.5 99.5 99.5 100.0

T15 96.1 96.1FIN (97.4) 96.3FIN?NOR (97.6) 95.5FIN?NOR (97.8) 98.2

T18 76.5 83.4FIN (83.6) 79.8FIN (80.1) 70.9 90.4

T22 53.5 62.6FIN (65.3) 59.4FIN (61.5) 42.9FIN (43.3) 79.7

T26 28.6 39.8 33.5 15.9NOR (17.9) 59.9

T30 13.5 21.9 14.2 – 31.7

FIN/NORThe requirement of country check given in TG1 decisions list [14] was first not fulfilled for the timber from Finland and/or

Norway but settings were adjusted such that this requirement was fulfilled. The yield obtained disregarding this requirement is given

within parenthesis

Table 7 Calculated yield for different grading combinations

Grade Model 1 (%) Model 2 (%) Dynamic MOE grading (%) Optimum grade (%)

Sawn

T30 ? T12 8.0 ? 91.1 8.3 ? 91.2 – 31.7 ? 68.1

T26 ? T15 26.3 ? 64.6 33.2 ? 60.0FIN (60.4) 19.2 ? 72.8FIN (77.0) 59.9 ? 28.6

T22 ? T15 51.8 ? 23.7 59.6FIN (60.6) ? 19.8 40.8FIN (41.7) ? 43.3FIN (43.7) 79.7 ? 9.3

T22 ? T14 51.8 ? 35.8 59.6FIN (60.6) ? 30.1 40.8FIN (41.7) ? 51.7FIN (53.4) 79.7 ? 12.2

Planed

T30 ? T12 7.1 ? 92.0 8.6 ? 90.9 – 31.7 ? 68.1

T26 ? T15 28.6 ? 61.5 33.5 ? 58.0FIN (60.1) 15.9NOR (17.9) ? 76.2FIN (78.8) 59.9 ? 28.6

T22 ? T15 53.5 ? 21.2 59.4FIN (61.5) ? 16.4 42.9FIN (43.3) ? 39.4FIN (41.7) 79.7 ? 9.3

T22 ? T14 53.5 ? 33.0 59.4FIN (61.5) ? 29.9 42.9FIN (43.3) ? 48.4FIN (51.9) 79.7 ? 12.2

FIN/NORThe requirement of country check given in TG1 decisions list [14] was first not fulfilled for the timber from Finland and/or

Norway but settings were adjusted such that this requirement was fulfilled. The yield obtained disregarding this requirement is given

within parenthesis
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percentage of rejects as high as about 25% (Model 1).

A more effective grading combination is T22/T14

giving only about half the number of rejects.

The yield obtained by Model 1—grading of test

lengthwas considerably higher than the yield obtained

when the full length of the boards were graded using

Model 1, see Table 6. Of course, this is not surprising

since the weakest cross-section, as indicated by

calculated bending MOE-profiles, were placed

between the grips in the testing machine in only about

one-third of all destructive tests, as explained in

Sect. 3.1.

In order to decrease the yield of Model 1—grading

of test length and of Model 2, respectively, such that

the yields obtained using these models would be the

same as the yields obtained usingModel 1, the settings

of IPE,b,f,1 and IPE,b,f,2, respectively, would have to be

increased as shown in Table 8. These figures are

relevant since Model 1 is the only one out of the tree

models that grades, appropriately, the boards with

respect to ft,0,h,whole. Thus the figures displayed in

Table 8 give some basis for a discussion of correction

factors to possibly apply on some grading meth-

ods/models, see Sect. 4.

4 Discussion

4.1 Selection of critical sections

According to the standard EN 384 [2] it is permitted to

test a board’s second weakest cross-section, if the

weakest/critical cross-section is located outside the

testable length. Furthermore, the weakest (or second

weakest) cross-section can, as it was in this investi-

gation, be determined by manual visual examination

of the board’s surfaces. However, a human can only

observe and estimate the influence of visual properties

such as size and location of knots when examining a

board. Other properties with influence on strength,

such as fibre direction, compression wood etcetera,

cannot be properly taken into account. Therefore, it is

very uncertain if the anticipated weakest

testable cross-section actually is the weakest one,

even if a trained human operator thoroughly examine

each piece to decide the cross-section to be tested. In

addition, skill and dedication to the task may differ

between operators. Results presented herein show a

very weak, or even non-existent, relationship between

the weakest cross section identified by visual exam-

ination by human operator and the weakest cross

Table 8 Calculated adjustment of IP-settings for Model 1—grading of test length and Model 2, respectively, that would be needed

to decrease the yield using these models to the same yields as of Model 1

Grade Adjustment (increase) of setting for IPE,b,f,1 to decrease the yield

of Model 1—grading of test length to same as for Model 1

Adjustment (increase) of setting for IPE,b,f,2 to decrease

the yield of Model 2 to the same as for Model 1

IPE,b,f,1 (MPa) IPE,b,f,1 (%) IPE,b,f,2 (MPa) IPE,b,f,2 (%)

Sawn

T12 2.8 ? 5.7 (? 2.9) 101 5.3 ? 7.1 (? 1.8) 34

T15 11.9 ? 12.7 (? 0.8) 6 13.2 ? 13.8 (? 1.6) 4

T18 22.7 ? 25.6 (? 2.9) 13 23.8 ? 25.5 (? 1.7) 7

T22 28.4 ? 30.9 (? 2.5) 9 28.8 ? 30.6 (? 1.8) 6

T26 33.9 ? 36.6 (? 2.7) 8 34.5 ? 36.3 (? 1.8) 5

T30 37.5 ? 40.0 (? 2.5) 7 39.5 ? 40.0 (? 0.5) 1

Planed

T12 1.9 ? 4.2 (? 2.3) 120 4.7 ? 6.3 (? 1.6) 33

T15 11.3 ? 12.1 (? 0.8) 7 11.7 ? 12.1 (? 0.4) 4

T18 21.8 ? 24.5 (? 2.7) 12 23.4 ? 24.4 (? 1.0) 5

T22 28.3 ? 30.9 (? 2.6) 8 28.9 ? 30.3 (? 1.4) 5

T26 33.4 ? 36.0 (? 2.6) 8 34.5 ? 36.3 (? 1.8) 4

T30 37.8 ? 40.3 (? 2.5) 7 39.5 ? 40.0 (? 0.5) 1
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section identified on the basis of a calculated bending

MOE-profile. It is not certain, of course, that the cross

section identified by means of a calculated bending

MOE-profile actually is the weakest one but the point

here is the remarkable lack of consistency between

anticipated weakest cross sections determined by an

operator and a machine grading method, respectively.

This reveals an issue related to EN 384 [2] regarding

the cross section to be tested since the tested part of the

board will not, with reasonable certainty, include the

actually weakest testable cross section. An alternative

test procedure would be to simply test a random part of

the board. This is how corresponding tests are

performed in e.g. Australia (see [9]) and in contrast

to testing performed according to EN 408 [13] this

would allow for an unbiased correction of strength

with respect to length effects.

4.2 Comparison of grading models and needs

for corrections

If the weakest cross-section is not evaluated in the

destructive test, the grade determining strength, i.e.

ft,0,h,test, only applies for the weakest cross-section of

the tested part of the board. Still the grading standards

EN 14081-2 [7] and EN 14081-2 [8] are based on the

assumption that the weakest cross section along the

board is in fact tested, i.e. it is implicitly assumed that

ft,0,h,test = ft,0,h,whole. The consequences of this erro-

neous assumption become very clear comparing the

yields of Model 1—grading of test length with the

much lower yields of Model 1 (which represents

appropriate grading of the entire board). Of course, if

ft,0,h,test = ft,0,h,whole the two models would give the

same yield. Another consequence of the assumption is

that too low settings are determined for IPs based on a

global board property, like dynamic MOE, when used

for prediction of strength. The yield becomes higher

than what is appropriate, and the intended safety levels

of such graded timber are not obtained.

Model 2 give, just asDynamicMOE grading, and of

the same reasons, too low settings and too high yield in

strength classes. Thus, even though Model 2 predicts

strength with lower accuracy than what Model 1 does

(cf. r2 = 0.61 forModel 2 and r2 = 0.66 forModel 1—

grading of test length) Model 2 gives higher yield in

strength classes than what Model 1 does. In order to

decrease the yields ofModel 2 to the same yields as for

Model 1, the settings for Model 2 would have to be

increased as indicated by results presented in Table 8,

i.e. by approximately (average over investigated

strength classes) 1.3 MPa. However, since Model 2

is less accurate than what Model 1 is, the yield should

actually be lower than that of Model 1 and thus the

settings for IPE,b,f,2 should be increased by more than

1.3 MPa. Comparing Model 1—grading of test length

withModel 1, results presented in Table 8 show that in

order to give the same yield, settings for the former

model would have to be increased by about 2.3 MPa.

This should represent an appropriate correction term

to apply for timber from Scandinavia on bothModel 2

and Model 1—grading of test length. Application of a

correction term of about 2.3 MPa would probably be

appropriate also forDynamicMOE grading but further

research is needed to give basis for a precise correction

term to apply for Dynamic MOE grading.

The issue with length effects and settings, i.e. that

adjustments of settings may be needed for methods

like Dynamic MOE grading, was investigated and

discussed already in [9] and [10]. Rais and Van de

Kuilen [9] suggested that a correction factor of

1.00–1.20 should be applied on settings for an IP

based on dynamic MOE. However, two things should

be noted regarding their investigation. Firstly, they

assumed that the weakest testable cross section is

always tested. This means that they probably under-

estimated the difference between the strength of the

tested part of the board and the strength of the entire

board, since, as shown herein, it is likely that another

cross-section than the weakest testable one is actually

tested. Second, the results of [9] did not give basis for

correction factors higher than 1.04 to apply on

Dynamic MOE grading, except for the class C24

which was the lowest grade investigated. Results of

the present study support, however, their suggestion

that a correction, (although we would suggest a

correction term, rather than a correction factor) should

be applied to methods like Dynamic MOE grading.

4.3 Performance and application of grading

method

Regarding overall performance of the grading method

based on fibre direction, which was originally pre-

sented in [11] for prediction of bending strength, the

present investigation show that the method give basis

for very accurate prediction of tensile strength and

high yield of timber graded into T–classes.
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Comparisons with results presented in [5], in which

the method was evaluated evaluated for grading of

timber into C–classes, show that the method is equally

efficient for grading of T–classes as it is for grading

into C–classes. However, in the study presented in [5]

the weakest cross section, as indicated by the calcu-

lated bending MOE profile, was always placed within

the maximum bending moment zone of a four point

bending tests. Therefore, the accuracy and the calcu-

lated yield presented in that study are comparable with

the accuracy and yield of Model 1—grading of test

length of the present investigation. The yield in each

strength class, calculated using Model 1—grading of

test length, is about the average of the yields obtained

using Dynamic MOE grading and Optimum yield (cf.

results presented in Table 6). This is also the case for

yields in C–classes given in [5].

Finally regarding the alternative models/proce-

dures presented herein, Model 1 is the only one that

represents an appropriate grading method that auto-

matically takes length effects, i.e. the fact that the

strength of tested parts of boards is generally lower

than strength of entire boards, into account. Model 2

would most likely be permitted for industrial applica-

tion, just as Dynamic MOE grading is, but of reasons

that are discussed above,Model 2 is not recommended

for practical use. It is presented herein mainly to give

basis for evaluation and discussion.

5 Conclusions

In this study, a local IP based on surface laser scanning

and dynamic excitation for prediction of tensile

strength was applied for grading boards to T-classes.

Two alternative procedures (Model 1 andModel 2) for

derivation of settings and calculation of yield for IPs

reflecting a local board property were presented. Both

procedures/models would be permitted according to

EN 14081-2 [7] and EN 14081-2 [8].

BothModel 1 andModel 2 resulted in considerably

higher yields in strength classes, particularly in T22

and higher grades, than what Dynamic MOE grading

did. For example, in T22 the yield was 11 and 19

percentage higher, for Model 1 and Model 2, respec-

tively, compared to the yield using Dynamic MOE

grading. Furthermore, grading accuracy and yield for

boards with sawn surfaces were only slightly lower

than the accuracy and yield for planed boards. Thus

the proposed grading method based on local fibre

orientation, which was originally developed for grad-

ing of boards into C–classes (see [5] and [11]), is

efficient also for grading of boards into T–classes, both

for sawn and planed boards.

Model 2 resulted in a higher yields compared to

Model 1 at the same time as the IP applied inModel 1

for prediction of the grade determining strength

resulted in higher r2 and lower SEE than what the IP

applied in Model 2 did. The explanation for these,

seemingly contradictory results, was based on the fact

that the weakest cross section along a board is not

always tested, which means that the actual strength of

many board, i.e. the strength of the very weakest cross

section, is lower than the strength determined by the

tensile test. Using Model 1, this condition, is auto-

matically and appropriately taken into account but

usingModel 2, and also using Dynamic MOE grading

the yields in strength classes become too high.

Therefore, Model 2 is not recommended for practical

application. Dynamic MOE grading, which has been

widely used for many years, should be penalized with

a correction term such that settings for strength are

increased and the yield in strength classes is

decreased. In this respect, the present study support

findings of [9]. Results of the present investigation

imply that settings for tensile strength should be

increased by about 2 MPa, to give a fair yield in T–

classes using methods like Dynamic MOE grading.

It has been shown in this paper, that in order to

guarantee appropriate safety levels of timber struc-

tures, there is a need to further develop the grading

standards. Presently, there is considerable risk, using

grading methods applying a global board property or

the lowest local board property along the whole board

as IP to strength, that the minimum requirement of

5-percentile characteristic strength given in EN 338

[1] for a graded class are not fulfilled for timber graded

in the daily production.
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